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Based on the physical picture of free-volume creation and diffusion via shear transformations (STs), we develop a
model for predicting the shear band dilatation in amorphous alloys. Themodel reveals that the dilatation in shear
bands with fixed thickness increases with decreasing activation volume of STs that determines the diffusion dis-
tance of free-volume. Mature (or thicker) shear bands possess higher dilatation than recently evolved, thinner
shear bands. The predicted dilatations agree well with the values of measurements and simulations, clarifying
the long-standing controversy. The underlying physics is attributed to the local topological instability via STs
that leads to shear banding.
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In 1885, Osborne Reynolds pointed out that dilatancy is inherent to
granular media that expand in response to shear [1]. It has been widely
accepted that such shear-induced dilatation, as a mechanism for struc-
tural softening, can trigger the formation of shear bands in granular de-
formation [2] and flow [3]. Of great interest is that a similar picture can
apply to the atomic scale. There is a general consensus that shear
banding in amorphous alloys originates from the atomic-scale dilatation
due to the shear of randomly close-packed atoms [4–9], although a sec-
ondary thermal softening is possibly involved [10–11]. Sustained efforts
have beenmade to quantify the degree of dilatation or softeningwithin
amorphous shear bands [8,12–17]. However, the dilatation values de-
termined by experiments and simulations showed a rather broad
range from below 1% to more than 10%. Naturally one would like to
ask whether this dispersion is structure-inherent or not.

Recently, Shao et al. [18] have observed a high-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) image of an amorphous shear band
with two distinct “grey-white” zones. Fourier transformation revealed
4.5% and 11.8% volume dilatation, respectively, corresponding to the
grey and white zones. They proposed that the former is contributed to
co-shearing among atomic clusters, while the latter is due to internal-
shearing of individual clusters. This implies that the shear band dilata-
tion closely relates to the underlying plastic events, although their
quantitative relation has never been established. In this paper, we de-
velop a model for predicting the shear band dilatation in amorphous
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alloys within the physical picture of the free volume dynamics via
shear transformations (STs) [9].

It is generally believed that amorphous plasticity is mediated by a
cascade of “shear transformations” (STs), i.e., cooperative arrangements
of local clusters of atoms [5–6,9]. Argon has pointed out that the net ef-
fect of such stress-driven STs is an excess dilatation that must create at
least temporarily additional excess free-volume [5]. Competing with
this excess volume increase, relaxation occurs in which the created ex-
cess free-volume diffuses via a series of STs but under the governance of
thermalfluctuations [9]. The balance of excess free-volume creation and
its relaxation determines a critical wavelength [11,19]:

λcrit ¼ 2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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∂G=∂ξ
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whereDandG are, respectively, the diffusion coefficient and the net cre-
ation rate of free-volume vf, and ξ is the free-volume concentration that
is defined as the free-volume vf normalized by the product of a geomet-
rical factorχ and the effective hard-sphere size of an atom v⁎. It is phys-
ically clear that ξ directly measures the average volume expansion or
dilatational strain during STs. Jiang and Dai [11] further revealed that a
shear bandwill emerge in amorphous alloys if thewavelength of an ex-
ternal perturbation is larger than λcrit; the characteristic thickness T of
the shear band is of the order of λcrit [20–21]. Therefore, Eq. (1) provides
a possible way to theoretically predict ξ or the average dilatationwithin
a shear band for a fixed thickness T.

Prior to prediction however, the free-volume creation and diffusion-
al relaxation during shear banding needs to be described. It is
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reasonable to assume that shear banding occurs at the flow stress
level τy. By extending the free-volume concept towards so-called
“flow defects”, that are conceptually similar to the “STs”, Spaepen
and co-workers [22] derived the free-volume creation rate at the τy
level:

G ¼ 1
χv�

kBθ
S

Ω
Ωa

1
ξ
_γp
; ð2Þ

where kBθ is the energy of thermal fluctuations, S=2(1+ν)μ/3(1−ν)
is the Eshelby modulus with Poisson's ratio ν and the shear modulus μ,
Ω is the average atomic volume, Ωa is the activation volume of micro-
scopic plastic events (here “STs” or “flow defect”), and _γp is the plastic
strain rate. On the other hand, the diffusion coefficient of the free-
volume is assumed to obey a modified Stokes-Einstein relation:

D ¼ kBθ

6 vf =d
2

� �
η
: ð3Þ

It should be noted that the characteristic diffusion distance d of free-
volume is not related to the average atomic size, but to the characteristic
size of an ST event. This consideration coincides with the picture that
the free-volume diffuses by means of collective motions of atoms, in-
stead of single-atom jumps [23–25]. The shear viscosity can be deter-
mined as: η ¼ τy= _γ

p . Inserting the first derivative of Eq. (2) with
respect to ξ and Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), we can solve ξwith the explicit ex-
pression:

ξ ¼ 1

2Γ21Γ2
T
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where Γ1 ¼ 2π
3 d, and Γ2 ¼ 1

γc

ð1þνÞ
ð1−νÞ

Ωa
Ω with the critical shear yield strain γc

that is almost a universal constant of about 0.0267 for amorphous alloys
at room temperature [26]. This Eq. (4) demonstrates that factors affect-
ing the shear band dilatation ξ are rather complex, at least including the
diffusion distance d of free-volume, Poisson's ratio ν and the activation
volume Ωa/Ω of STs for a fixed thickness T. These parameters must be
reasonably estimated for the further calculation.

As mentioned above, the diffusion distance d of free-volume is as-
sumed to be the characteristic size of an ST event. Based on the John-
son-Samwer cooperative shearing model [26], Pan et al. have
developed a rate-jump nanoindentation method to estimate the size
of the STs in amorphous alloys [27]. Their analysis revealed that the
equivalent diameters of STs are about 1.3–1.9 nm for various systems.
Mayr and co-workers have determined an STs' size of 0.8 nm–1.5 nm
from molecular dynamics simulations [28–29]. A similar range from
0.85 nm (brittle systems) to 1.5 nm (ductile systems)was also obtained
Fig. 1. Prediction of shear band dilatation ξ with the changes o
by Murali et al. [30]. Therefore, in the following calculation, we adopt
that d ranges from 0.8 to 2 nm, with a characteristic value of about
1 nm. According to the random close-packing of atoms, the STs' volume
commonly includes about 100–1000 atoms. Considering the character-
istic shear strain of about ~0.1 of a ST [31], the activation volume Ωa of
STs is obtained as 10–100Ω, that is,Ωa/Ω≈10−100. In addition, amor-
phous alloys usually have a Poisson's ratio ν of ~0.28–0.42 [32]. In gen-
eral, the thickness T of shear bands in amorphous alloys is restricted to a
rather narrow range from several to 10 or more nanometers [33], re-
gardless of systems and loading conditions; this has been widely con-
firmed by experiments [12,34–36], simulations [30,37–38] or
theoretical prediction [21]. Recent experimental observations including
correlative analytical transmission electron microscopy indicate the
presence of two types of “shear bands” in amorphous alloys: thin
shear bands that do not span the entire sample dimension with typical
widths of about 4–7 nm and more macroscopic “shear bands” that re-
semble partially open cracks with typical widths exceeding 10 nm
[17]. We thus choose T=1−20 nm with a typical value of 10 nm,
thus representing those shear bands that contribute the major part of
the macroscopic slip.

As a first step, we examined the effects of the diffusion distance d of
the excess free-volume and of Poisson's ratio ν on the shear band dila-
tation ξ for fixedΩa/Ω=100 and T=10 nm, as shown in Fig. 1. The pre-
dicted dilatation ξ varies from about 2.4% to 7.0%, falling in the range
reported fromexperiments [15,17]. Importantly, the results clearly indi-
cate that the shear band dilatation increases with decreasing d and/or ν,
but the effect of ν on ξ is much less pronounced than the effect of d. This
implies that the diffusion distance of free-volume is a governing factor;
a shear band will possess higher dilatation if the diffusion of free-vol-
ume within it is slower. In fact, a short diffusion distance d of free-vol-
ume corresponds to STs with a smaller activation volume Ωa/Ω. We
then explore the effect of the activation volume Ωa/Ω on the dilatation
ξ in shear bands with different thickness T. Fig. 2 shows the result for
a typical Poisson's ratio ν=0.36. As expected, the dilatation increases
with decreasing activation volume for a fixed thickness. If the capability
of STs to dilate, ξ, is similar, a larger activation volume or longer diffu-
sion distance determine a thicker shear band. Therefore, the predicted
dilatation usually ranges from corner “A” to corner “B” (Fig. 2), between
1.68% to 10.15%. The dilatation data reported in the literature [8,12–17]
fall exactly in this range of predicted values. It is worth noting that the
upper limit predicted here is very close to the critical volume expansion
(~11%) abovewhich liquid-like regions or n-type defects can be defined
[13]. The present model also predicts that mature shear bands, charac-
terized by a larger thickness, possess higher dilatation than more re-
cently formed shear bands. Yet it should be noted that the thicker
shear bands, i.e. larger activation volume or longer diffusion distance,
in turn decrease the dilatation. Therefore, an optimum thickness of a
shear band is determined by the balance between dilatation and
f diffusion distance d of free-volume and Poisson's ratio ν.



Fig. 2. Prediction of shear band dilatation ξwith the change of activation volume Ωa/Ω of STs for different shear band thicknesses T.
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diffusion, both bymeans of a series of STs, whichwas revealed previous-
ly [21].

The rationality of the theoretical prediction can be further supported
by comparisonwith relatedwork. The experiments of Shao et al. [18] re-
vealed that the shear band dilatation (~11.8%) due to individual STs is
larger than that (~4.5%) due to cooperative STs. Obviously, the former
event corresponds to a smaller activation volume, and the latter to a
larger activation volume. Our model (Fig. 2) indeed predicts that for a
10 nm-thick shear band (close to that observed by Shao et al. [18]),
the larger activation volume (Ωa/Ω=100) results in a lower dilatation
of about 5.21%, while the smaller (Ωa/Ω=20) leads to a higher dilata-
tion of about 11.28%. Murali et al. [30] have performed molecular dy-
namics simulations to examine how the ST size and shear band
thickness are interrelated in amorphous alloys. They found that brittle
systems exhibit smaller ST size (measured by a characteristic length
scale), thinner shear bands and lower Poisson's ratios as compared
with ductile systems. Our prediction agrees well with their results, if
one unitedly looks at Figs. 1 and 2. More importantly, the present
model can clarify the confusion why the shear band dilatation probed
by Klaumünzer et al. [15] is below those reported in any earlier study
[12,39]. We note that the dilatation values obtained by Klaumünzer et
al. are associated with the shear band initiation or the “young” shear
bands. However, earlier studies usually performed ex-situ measure-
ments on mature shear bands. According to our analysis (Fig. 2), the
“young” shear bands exhibit smaller dilatation than the mature shear
bands. The underlyingmechanism can be explained by the picture pro-
posed by Shao et al. [18]. At the initial stage of deformation, cooperative
rearrangements among atomic clusters take place [18], corresponding
to the STs with relatively large activation volume. This kind of STs guar-
antees that the dilatation or free-volume created can diffuse over a long
distance to widen the shear band. As deformation further develops,
these individual clusters per se become unstable to form STs with rela-
tively smaller activation volume. This in turn limits the diffusion of free
volume and keeps the dilatation at a relatively high level.

Although shear bands in amorphous alloys are dilatant as a whole,
local sites within them can be expanded or compacted. This was con-
firmed recently by Schmidt et al. [17]who explored local density chang-
es in an amorphous shear band from the high-angle annular dark-field
scanning TEM signal. They found that the shear band shows a spectrum
of densities ranging from a slight increase to a significant decrease with
an average decrease compared to the matrix of about 2.9%. It has been
proposed that the alternating changes in density, corresponding to a
stick-slip motion of the shear band propagation, originate from the
shear response to the nanoscale heterogeneity of amorphous alloys.
The local expanded and compact sites agree well with the liquid (free-
volume, n-type defects) and solid (anti-free-volume, p-type defects) re-
gions defined by Egami according to the concept of atomic level stresses
[13]. Our model captures the overall dilatancy of amorphous shear
bands, but neglects the local fluctuations. In addition to the topological
disorder, the chemical disorder arising from compositional changes
may also contribute to the shear band dilatation, although the latter is
not dominant [17].

In conclusion,we derive an explicit expression for the shear band di-
latation in amorphous alloys by taking into account the free-volume
creation and diffusion via STs. This model demonstrates that the dilata-
tionwithin shear bands depends closely on the activation volume of STs
that governs the diffusion distance of free-volume. The developing de-
gree of a shear band, denoted by its thickness, also affects the resulting
dilatation within it. Mature shear bands usually possess higher dilata-
tion than the recently formed shear bands. The predicted dilatations
agree well with the values of existing measurements and simulations.
Our findings substantiate the idea that shear banding in amorphous al-
loys results from local topological instabilities of STs [18,21,30,33].
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